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Masterfully illustrated and designed to capture the intricate details of 34 species of trout found in

American waters, this essential collection of elite angler quarry are dutifully presented on one

delightful poster. With faithful attention to detail and accuracy and representative in relative scale,

each fish&#151;from the tiny golden trout to the massive steelhead&#151;is painstakingly replicated

at 40 percent of average size. Reflective of the immense popularity of fishing among avid anglers

throughout America and the world, and essential as a reference for easy identification of each

distinct species, this colorful and fastidiously accurate poster&#151;by the foremost authority on

trout illustration in the country&#151;is a truly remarkable addition to any fishermanâ€™s functional

art collection.
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Purchased this poster for my boyfriend's birthday. It is a great print job on nice thick poster stock,

we both were very happy with it. It definitely looks better in person. Only complaint is that the size

isn't standard (poster is sized 38x25 instead of the standard 36X24) so having it framed was a small

fortune (150+ at a discount art store). I went the alternative route and trimmed an inch from the top

and bottom, which cut in on the title and bottom but was worth saving the money in our minds.

Overall, very happy with the purchase, much higher quality than I would expect from a $20 poster.

I must say i was surprised when I got this in the mail. It was shipped in a nice tube to protect it and

kept in perfect condition. The quality of the print is superb and my dad framed it for his workshop.



Overall a great fathers day present!

Bought this as a father's day present. Couldn't find a frame to fit it, had to fold the bottom and top to

get it to fit in a normal size frame (did not want to pay for custom). Cut off the bottom a little, but

overall still looks good. The quality of the print and paper seems great.

Size of poster is 24"w x 36"h, printed colors are vibrant, features are sharp and differences in gills,

fins, and colorations are readily apparent. Fast delivery. Sturdy tube packaging. I bought a nice

24x36 pre-fab poster frame at the local discount store for under $20. A giant hit with the gift recipient

so all in all, a huge success!

Extremely high quality illustrations look great in any setting. Apparently in response to other reviews,

the poster has been reprinted in 36" x 24" size. Or at least that's what size mine is. Fantastic!

I love this poster I do, and nothing was wrong with the vendor (even though it did take awhile to

arrive but that was stated that it would take a while so I was aware of that.) but this tube came bent,

hard, and so did my poster. I was able to frame it but when the light hits it you can see the creases.

Wow what quality! Im doing the trout in the classroom program in my classroom in Virginia and

wanted a poster to hang. It shipped quickly and in a great poster tube so the condition of the poster

was perfect!

Awesome poster, it came wrinkled at the bottom though... Not pleased about that but the poster is

really cool to look at.
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